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Abstract 

Metal nanostructures with conical shape, vertical alignment, large aspect ratio, controlled cone 

angle, and single-crystal structure are ideal candidates for enhancing field electron emission 

efficiency with additional merits such as good mechanical and thermal stability. However, 

fabrication of such nanostructures possessing all these features still remains challenging. Here, we 

report on the controlled fabrication of large area, vertically aligned, and mechanically self-

supported single-crystal Cu nano-cones with controlled cone angle and enhanced field emission. 

The Cu nano-cones were fabricated by ion track templates in combination with electrochemical 

deposition, and their cone angle is controlled in the range from 0.3o to 6.2o by asymmetrically 

selective etching of the ion tracks. The field emission measurements show that the turn-on electric 

field of the Cu nano-cone field emitters can be as low as 1.9 V/μm at current density of 10 µA/cm2 

and the maximum field enhancement factor can be as large as 6068, indicating that the Cu nano-

cones are promising candidates for field emission applications. 
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Introduction 

  Field emission, also known as field electron emission, is a fundamental physical phenomenon 

associate with quantum tunneling, in which electrons below or close to the Fermi level escape from 

the surface of materials by tunneling through surface potential barrier lowered with the aid of an 

external electric field [murphy56]. The field emission phenomenon has attracted growing research 

attention because it has important applications such as in high-power vacuum electronic devices, 
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microwave-generation devices, flat panel displays, vacuum microelectronic devices and 

nanoelectronic devices involved in the fields of consumer goods, military technology, and also 

space technology [milne04, xu05, zhai11]. These applications usually require field emitters having, 

some or all of the following characteristics: low turn-on field, high current density, long-term 

emission stability, miniaturized size, large area, and so on. To achieve a low turn-on field and a high 

current density which are the two most important parameters for all field emitters, the field 

emission materials should preferably have a low work function and be nanostructured with needle-

like shapes because nanostructuring can give rise to significant field enhancement at the needle 

tips [xu05, zhai11]. The field enhancement factor β is directly proportional to tip height and 

inversely proportional to tip radius [xu05]. Apparently, it is important to make the needle tips as 

sharp as possible in order to reduce the applied external field required for turning on the emission 

[xu05, zhang14, zhai11, xu13]. 

  The aforementioned fabrication guideline has strongly motivated the development of novel 

geometrically-sharp nanostructures for enhanced field emission. To date, several metal, 

semiconductor and carbon nanostructures have been developed in an attempt to achieve better 

field emission performance, including Ge and Cu nano-wires [li08, kim08], PrB6 nano-rods 

[zhang08], WS2 nano-tubes [viskadoros14], ZnO nano-walls [hong09], graphene nanoedges 

[Jiang13], boron nano-cones [li10], and many others [wang08, ye12, hallam14, chang09, xu06, 

xiao08]. Among these nanostructures, nano-cones have shown unique advantages, including good 

mechanical stability, large aspect ratio, low turn-on field, high emission current density, and large 

field-enhancement factor. Excellent examples are well demonstrated by wide band-gap 

semiconducting ZnO [zhang14, zeng09] and metallic nickel [joo06] nanostructures. In the past 

decade, several fabrication methods have been proposed to fabricate nano-cones, including ion-

beam sputtering [shang02], reactive ion etching [zhang03], plasma etching [wang06], nanotransfer 

printing [kim081], chemical vapor deposition [wang07], template method [serbun12], wet 

chemical method [wang13], and electrochemical deposition [zhang14]. Although these various 

methods of fabrication have shown significant advantages in preparation of conical field emitters, 

the issues associated with relatively low height (shorter than 5 μm) [wang13], random or partially 

vertical alignment [xu13, wang13], field screening due to high density and large cone angle 

[zhang03, xu13, zhang13], large tip diameter [serbun12], and large height scattering [wang06], still 



remain unsolved. 

  In this work, using copper as an example, vertically aligned single-crystal nano-cones with large 

and uniform height and controlled cone angle and areal density were prepared using a home-made 

ion track template in combination with electrochemical deposition. Taking advantage of the conical 

pore template obtained by asymmetrical etching of ion tracks, the cone angle can be controllably 

varied from 0.3o to 6.2o, which is impossible to achieve with other methods. Field emission 

measurements have shown that such nano-cones exhibit a dramatically decreased turn-on field 

compared to other counterparts. This is enabled by the huge field enhancement at the nano-cone 

tips as predicted by finite element simulations. 

 

Experimental 

Cu nanocones were fabricated by an ion track template with conical pores in combination with 

electrochemical deposition. Firstly, polycarbonate (PC) foils (Makrofol N, Bayer Leverkusen) of 30 

μm in thickness were irradiated with 9.5 MeV/u 209Bi31+ ions and 11.4 MeV/u 238U28+ ions at normal 

incidence at the Heavy Ion Research Facility at Lanzhou (HIRFL) and the UNILAC linear accelerator, 

respectively. The irradiation fluence was 8×105 ions/cm2 for both accelerators. To obtain conical 

nanopores, an asymmetric etching method was employed to etch out the tracks of the ions. The 

etchants were composed of various volume ratios of 9 M NaOH and methanol. Subsequently, Cu 

nano-cones were electrochemically deposited at 50 °C by applying a constant voltage of 200 mV. 

The electrolyte consisted of 75 g/l CuSO4⋅5H2O and 30 g/l H2SO4. A thin sputtered Au layer 

reinforced by an electroplated Cu layer was used as cathode for the Cu deposition. After dissolving 

the host PC template by dichloromethane, the morphology of nanocones was analyzed by scanning 

electron microscopy (SEM, Philips XL30 and FEI Nova NanoSEM 450). After detaching the cones 

from the supporting substrate using an ultrasonic field, the microstructure of the cones was 

investigated by high resolution transmission electron microscopy (HRTEM, FEI Tecnai G2 F20 S-

TWIN). The field emission characteristics of the nanocones were measured in a vacuum chamber 

with a base pressure below 1×10-5 Pa. The measurements were conducted on a standard parallel-

plate-electrode configuration where a stainless-steel plate was used as the anode, and each sample 

was fixed onto a copper stage which served as the cathode. The distance between the nano-cone 

tip and the anode was 300 μm. The I-V (current-voltage) curves were recorded by a computer-



controlled measurement system. 

 

Results and discussion 

The main fabrication procedures employed are schematically illustrated in Figure 1. Briefly, a PC 

foil is irradiated with swift heavy ions to create ion tracks (step 1). This was followed by sputtering 

deposition of a thin gold layer onto one surface of the PC foil as a cathode for subsequent etching 

of ion tracks and electrochemical deposition (step 2). The ion tracks are selectively etched out by 

asymmetric etching (step 3) in order to create conical pores which are subsequently filled with Cu 

to form Cu nano-cones using electrochemical deposition (step 4). Finally, over deposition is carried 

out to form a planar film to support the nano-cones (step 5), and the template matrix is removed 

by dichloromethane, leaving vertically aligned nanocones standing on the Cu film. Clearly, this 

method has unique advantages and high flexibility in fabricating nano-cone arrays because some 

key parameters including material, cone height, cone angle, and areal density can be flexibly 

selected. 

 

Figure 1. Schematic of the fabrication procedures of Cu nano-cones based on ion track template in 

combination with electrochemical deposition. 

 

A representative SEM micrograph of a PC template is shown in Figure 2a. The conical pores are 

well separated and randomly distributed due to random hits of ions. The base diameter of pores is 

identical and the formation of conical pores is due to anisotropic etching of ion tracks. As is 

reported by Zhu et al [zhu04], two etch rates exist during the etching process, namely the track 

etching rate vt (along track length) and the bulk etching rate vb (perpendicular to track length), as 



schematically shown in the inset of Figure 2a. The pore shape is determined by the ratio of the two 

rates. A cylindrical shape (often used to prepare nano-wires [liu06]) is obtained when vt is much 

larger than vb and a conical shape is obtained when vt is comparable to vb. During etching of the 

tracks, vt is very sensitive to NaOH whereas vb is relatively insensitive and thus a cylindrical shape 

is frequently formed. In this work, in order to enhance vb, methanol is added to the NaOH etchant 

because methanol can dissolve bulk polycarbonate without significantly influencing vt. After filling 

the conical pores with Cu by electrochemical deposition, the Cu nano-cone arrays were formed. A 

typical low-magnification SEM micrograph of arrays liberated from the template is displayed in 

Figure 2b. It can be seen that the nanocones are homogeneously distributed on the substrate over 

a large area, indicating that all pores were nearly fully filled. Note that unfilled pores would give 

rise to some small protrusions on the substrate (see step 4 in Figure 1). For comparison, an SEM 

image of a partially filled sample is shown in Figure S1 in the Supporting Information. 

 



Figure 2. Typical SEM micrographs of a PC template with conical pores (a) and Cu nanocone 

arrays (b). The inset in (a) shows a schematic description of the track etching rate vt and bulk 

etching rate vb. 

 

By changing the volume ratio of methanol to 9 M NaOH, we can tailor the cone angle of the 

conical pores and therefore the Cu nano-cones. Figure 3 shows the SEM images of the Cu nano-

cones with different cone angles. All nano-cones show excellent conical shape and smooth, 

homogeneous contours along the their lengths. The tip diameter is about 50 nm and the length is 

nearly 30 μm which corresponds to the template thickness. By increasing the volume ratio of 

methanol to 9 M NaOH from 0 to 95%, the cone angle gradually increases from 0.3º to 6.2º.  

 

Figure 3. SEM micrographs of Cu nanocones with increased cone angle. 

 

Good mechanical robustness is essential for enhanced and stable field emission. Therefore, 

mechanically self-supporting nano-cones are required for optimum emission performance. Figure 

4 displays SEM images of nano-cone arrays with different cone angles. For a cone angle of 0.3° 

(Figure 4a), the nano-cones show very weak mechanical strength as previously observed for nano-

wires [Duan08]. In Figure 4a, a large part of nano-cones collapse, aggregate, and support each 

other due to the small sizes both at the cone tip and the base. The mechanism of nano-cone 



aggregation was proposed in our previous work [Duan08]. In addition to the aggregated cones, the 

others completely fall down. Such a geometrical configuration would limit the field emission due 

to increased tip size, reduced height, and smaller number of emitters. When the cone angle 

reaches 1.9° (Figure 4b), the majority of the nano-cones are well separated and vertically aligned. 

More cones are vertically standing and less cones fall down when the cone angle further increases 

to 2.6o (Figure 4c). We can see that at a cone angle 6.2o (Figure 4d) very few cones fall down, 

showing the best mechanical robustness. 

 

Figure 4. Representative SEM images of Cu nano-cone arrays with cone angles of 0.3° (a), 1.9° (b), 

2.6° (c), and 6.2° (d). 

 

The TEM images shown in Figure 5 reveal that the nano-cones have a perfect conical shape and 

are extremely straight despite a sharp decrease in the cone diameter at the proximity of the nano-

cone apex. It is worthwhile pointing out that an ultrasonic field was used during sample 

preparation for TEM characterization, further corroborating the ultra-strong mechanical strength 

of the fabricated structures. In addition to the conical shape, single-crystal structures could be 

another important feature which is beneficial to improve mechanical strength because of reduced 

defects including voids, grain boundaries, and dislocations. The HRTEM images shown in the insets 

of Figure 5a clearly demonstrate that the nano-cone has a single-crystal structure, from the tip (the 



upper left inset) to the middle of the cone (the lower right inset). Over several micrometers along 

the cone’s length, no grain boundaries are observed. Note that, as a key parameter of the nano-

cone structure, the apex diameter is extremely small and reaches 6 nm. It is worth mentioning that 

there exists two tip shapes, i.e. rounded tip (Figure 5a) and flat tip (Figure 5b).  

 

Figure 5. Representative TEM images of nanocones. (a) rounded tip, the insets are the HRTEM 

images of the cone tip (upper left) and from the middle of cone (lower right); (b) flat tip. 

 

Taking advantage of their sharp tips, large heights, vertical alignment, and single-crystal 

structure, the present Cu nano-cones are expected to be excellent candidates for field electron 

emission and building blocks for electronic devices. To assess this, the current-voltage (I-V) 



characteristics of the Cu nano-cones with cone angle of 6.2° and 2.9° were measured, respectively. 

For comparison, the field emission properties of a Cu nano-wire arrays of 75 nm in diameter, 2 µm 

in length, and 5×108 cm-2 in areal density were also measured. The SEM image of the nano-wires 

can be seen in the supporting information (Figure S2). Note that the nano-wires were 

electrochemically deposited at 100 mV at 50 °C and they possess single crystal structure as 

reported in our previous work [duan10]. The I-V curves of macroscopic applied field E versus 

emission current density J of the aforementioned three samples are presented in Figure 6a-c. As 

generally adopted [xu05, chang09], the turn-on field is defined as the field at which the current 

density reaches 10 µA/cm2. As seen from Figure 6d, both nano-cone samples show significantly 

lower turn-on fields than the nano-wires. In particular, the Cu nano-cone sample with cone angle 

of 2.9° shows the best field emission properties with the lowest turn-on field of 1.9 V/µm (5.0 V/µm 

for the nano-cone sample with cone angle of 6.2° and 7.0 V/µm for the nano-wire sample). To the 

best of our knowledge, the turn-on field of 1.9 V/µm is a record low value compared with other 

reported values for other Cu nanostructures, e.g. 12.4 V/µm for nano-pillars, 4.6 V/µm for nano-

wires, and 22 V/µm for nano-cones (Table 1). For a comprehensive comparison, Table 1 summarizes 

the key parameters of field emission, geometry, structure and material for various metallic 

nanostructures-based field emitters reported in previous literature and in this work. Furthermore, 

the turn-on field observed here is also much lower than those reported for nanostructures made 

of other materials as summarized in Refs. Xu05 and Cha12. All the three samples show similar 

maximum current densities of about 1.3 mA/cm2. Taking into account the fact that the areal density 

of nano-cones is only 8×105 cm-2 which is nearly three orders of magnitude smaller than that of 

the nano-wires (5×108 cm-2), the average emission current per nano-cone emitter is thus three 

orders of magnitude larger than that per nano-wire emitter, illustrating significantly enhanced field 

emission properties of single nano-cone emitters. It is worthwhile pointing out that the emission 

current measured in our nanocone sample is relatively stable over a whole measurement period 

of four hours at an intermediate vacuum degree of 1×10-5 Pa (see Figure S3 in the Supporting 

Information). 



 

Figure 6. Field emission J-E curves for Cu nanowires (a), and nanocones with cone angle of 6.2° (b) 

and 2.9° (c), the insets are corresponding F-N plots. The turn-on fields of nanocones and nanowires 

are shown in (d). Labels are not right for (b) and (c). 

For quantitative analysis, the Fowler-Nordheim (F-N) theory is usually employed to describe the 

field emission characteristics of materials and is expressed as [fowler28, banerjee04] 
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where AE = 1.54 × 10-6 A eV V-2, BE = 6.83 × 103 eV-3/2µm-1, J is the current density, β is the field 

enhancement factor, E is the applied field, and ɸ is the work function of the emitter material. We 

can see from Eq. 2 that ln(J/E2) is linearly proportional to 1/E with a slope of -BEɸ3/2/β. In other 

words, the field enhancement factor β can be deduced from the slope of F-N plot. In our calculation, 

the work function ɸ for copper is taken as 4.46 eV [kim08]. In Figures 6a-c, the insets are the 

corresponding F-N plots. The linear relationship of ln(J/E2) versus 1/E of each sample implies that 

the electron emission from Cu nano-wires and nano-cones follow the F-N behavior, i.e. a process 

of tunneling of electrons through a potential barrier. The calculated field enhancement factors are 



also shown in the insets. It is clearly seen that the nano-cone sample with cone angle of 2.9° 

possesses the largest field enhancement factor of 6068 (1149 for the nano-cone sample with cone 

angle of 6.2° and 1041 for the nano-wire sample), thereby leading to the lowest turn-on field. 

 

Table 1. Key parameters of field emission, geometry, structure, and material for various metallic 

nanostructure-based field emitters reported in previous literature and this work. 

Structure Mat
erial 

Turn-on field @ 
10 µA/cm2 

[V/µm] 

Field 
enhancement 

factor (β) 

Alignment Crystallinity Effective 
height 
[µm] 

Ref. 

nanowire Cu 4.6 at emission 
starts 

443 partly twinned 
crystal 

~10.5 [kim08] 

nanowire Cu ~4.3-10 380-800 vertically - 8-18 Maurer06 
nanopillar Cu 12.4 713 partly single crystal ~7 [Chang09] 
nanowire Ni 4.0 1300 randomly single crystal - [Joo06] 

nanothorn W 6.2 1578 randomly single crystal - [baek06] 
nanowire Au 4.0 at 1 nA Max. 630 partly,  

vertically 
- 7-28 [navitski09] 

nanowire Ag 5.7 at emission 
starts 

960 partly polycrystal 10 [cha12] 

nanowire Co 12.0 211 vertically - 2.1 [vila04] 
nanowire Ge 7.6 at 1µA/cm2 462 vertically single crystal - [li08] 
nanowire Mo 2.2 4400 partly single crystal ~3.1 [zhou03] 
whisker W 4.0 1904 partly single crystal 20 [wang09] 

nanopillar Cu 12.4 713 partly single crystal ~7 [Chang09] 
nanocone Cu 22-52 84-237 vertical - ~28 [serbun12] 
nanocone Ni 5-6.7 1500-2000 vertically single crystal 0.3-1.2 [hang10] 
nanocone Ni 4.1 3720 partly single crystal 0.4 [wang13] 
nanocone Au 3.3 at 15 

µA/cm2 
2683 vertically - 0.27 [kim081] 

nanocone AlN 4.2 1740 partly single crystal 2 [liu09] 
nanotaper ZnO 9.3-11.3 226-304 partly single crystal 2 [zhang14] 
nanowire Cu 7.0 1041 vertically single crystal 2 this work 
nanocone 

(6.2°) 
Cu 5.0 1149 vertically single crystal 28 this work 

nanocone 
(2.9°) 

Cu 1.9 6068 vertically single crystal 28 this work 

 

The maximized field emission enhancement of the nano-cones with cone angle of 2.9° can be 

attributed to their large height, sharp tip, vertical alignment, spatial separation, suppressed field 

shielding effects (due to intermediate cone angle), and single-crystal structure. The field emission 

enhancement is related to the aspect ratio of the emitters, i.e. the ratio of the nano-cone height 

and curvature radius at the apex [xu05, zhang13]. Apparently, a combination of large height and 

small radius would give rise to dramatic enhancement. In this work, the height of nano-cones is 28 

µm and the minimum curvature radius at the rounded tip, as shown in the inset of Figure 5a, is 

smaller than 3 nm. Thus, the aspect ratio of nano-cones is greater than 9000, which generates huge 

field enhancement around the tip as demonstrated by the simulated electric field distribution 



(Figure 7b). Furthermore, for the flat tip shown in Figure 5b, there exists a strong field 

enhancement around the circular edge, as evidenced by the numerical simulation shown in Figure 

7c. Both types of the sharpness features are beneficial to the local field enhancement. Secondly, 

vertical alignment should be another critical factor that induces pronounced field enhancement. It 

has been widely observed that random alignment of metal nanostructures diminishes the effective 

height of the emitters and induces field shielding over neighboring emitters. Thirdly, spatial 

separation of the emitters is also responsible for field enhancement because close-packed arrays 

screen the applied field effectively [milne04]. Fourthly, an intermediate cone angle represents a 

balance between field emission enhancement and mechanical and thermal stability [milne04, 

utsumi91]. Finally, a single-crystal structure that is free of grain boundaries is an additional 

advantage for field emission enhancement because scattering of electrons and phonons at the 

grain boundaries can significantly decrease the electrical and thermal conductivity of the material. 

  To further understand the enhanced field emission of nano-cones, finite element simulations 

have been performed to calculate the electrostatic field strength as function of nano-cone tip 

shape and dimension by using the COMSOL Multiphysics software. The validation of the 

simulations was firstly verified by a simple model of a “hemisphere on a plane” (details are 

presented in the Supporting Information). In the simulations, the distance between the anode and 

the nanocone tip is 300 µm and the voltage applied over the distance is 1500 V, corresponding to 

a macroscopic applied field of 5 V/µm. Figures 7a and 7b show the electric field profile for two 

nano-cones with (a) a rounded tip and (b) a flat tip, and their tip diameter, base diameter, and 

nano-cone height are set to be 6 nm, 1.47 µm, and 28 µm, respectively. It can be clearly seen that 

both structures show significant field enhancement around the tip region and that the enhanced 

field tends to localize at the sharpest site (top of the rounded tip and edge of the flat tip), consistent 

with the field emission mechanism. To estimate the effect of tip diameter d, the field strength 

versus tip diameter is plotted in Figure 7c for both types of nano-cones, where the field strength 

increases dramatically with decreasing the tip diameter, consistent with our experimental 

observations, and the absolute field strength for the flat-tip nano-cone is slightly larger than the 

rounded-tip one. In addition, both curves can be perfectly fitted by the formula 

𝐸𝐸sim = 𝑎𝑎
𝑑𝑑𝑏𝑏

                                  (3) 



where Esim is the simulated field strength, and a and b are size-dependent constants. This formula 

implies that the field strength can be further increased by sharpening the nano-cone tip. In the 

experiments, nanometer- and even subnanometer-level sharp tips could be achieved by post-

treatment of the as-grown nano-cones such as field-directed sputtering etching [schmucker12]. 

Therefore, a lower turn-on field and larger field enhancement factor would be expected, which we 

hope to investigate in follow-up work. 

 

Figure 7. Simulated electric field profile for a single two-dimensional nano-cone with a rounded tip 

(a) or a flat tip (b). The white dashed line outlines the geometry of the nano-cone. (c) Simulated 

field strength versus tip diameter (black triangles for flat tip, red diamonds for rounded tip). The 

dashed lines are the fit to the simulated results using the formula (3). For the rounded (flat) tip, 

the fitting coefficients a and b are determined to be 1314.3 and 0.51863 (1462.1 and 0.53118). 

 

Conclusion 

In summary, we have shown that vertically aligned and mechanically self-supported single-crystal 

Cu nano-cone arrays can be fabricated by using ion track templates in combination with 

electrochemical deposition. The Cu nano-cones exhibit an aspect ratio up to 9000 and a wide range 

of cone angle from 0.3° to 6.2° which can be controlled the asymmetric etching process of the ion 



track template. Benefiting from these unique geometrical and structural features, the Cu nano-

cones with cone angle of 2.9° show dramatically enhanced field emission properties where the 

turn-on field is as low as 1.9 V/µm and the field enhancement factor is up to 6068. The results 

suggest that the Cu nano-cones made with ion track templates may be promising candidates for 

field electron emission applications. Due to the flexibility of the fabrication strategy, the method 

could be extended straightforwardly to prepare other materials based nano-cone structures 

including metals (Au, Ag, Pt etc.), semiconductors (e.g. CdS), and polymers (e.g. polypyrrole). 
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